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A home needs to be more than simply 

beautiful — it must be functional. 

So look for cabinets with a wide range 

of storage and working features that 

save space and time.

YOUR 

PLACE FOR

EVERYTHING.

Custom Match  MDF Paint
HERITAGE BEADED w/AM2  

GRACIOUS

Espresso Bean  Alder
CHISHOLM BEADED  

INVITING
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Custom Match  MDF Paint
HERITAGE BEADED w/AM2  

TIMELESS

Spice Pull-Out Insert FUNCTIONAL

Custom Match  MDF Paint
HERITAGE BEADED w/AM2  

CLASSIC



Divinity Paintgrade
STERLING RAISED

ELEGANT
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This is the room where your family’s true nature shines brightest. 

It’s the secret, no-peeking staging ground where dozens of cakes 

will be made and countless candles lit. 

It’s where ABCs are learned, spelling words memorized, and mathematical 

equations tough enough to scare off the smartest parents get solved.

It’s the first-of-the-morning coffee, dinner’s second piece of dessert, and late 

night’s snack. It’s a place to share big news and dumb jokes. A place that will 

bear witness to the joys and tears and hugs that see you through a lifetime.

The kitchen is the place where your family really, truly lives. If you’re just making 

do with the counters and cabinets that came with the house, it’s time to create a 

place that fits your family’s needs, style, and personality. 

Gingerbread w/MFG Glaze  Alder
CHISHOLM BEADED

RICH



ONE SIZE NEVER FITS ALL.

Don’t sacrifice the kitchen you want for the dimensions that 

are convenient for some manufacturer to build. Your 

designer can help you find a source that will work to fit your 

dimensions, and answer your needs for the perfect kitchen.

YOU’RE BUILDING 

FAR MORE THAN 

JUST A KITCHEN.

Pop-Up Mixer Shelf  ACCESSORY

PULLING IT TOGETHER.

With so many choices, and woods, and styles, and finishes, how in the 

world can you even begin to pick out the right cabinets for your kitchen?

It’s easy. You start where you are, with who you are. 

Working with your designer, you take stock of what you like — and 

just as importantly, what you don’t. How do you describe “beautiful”? 

How hard-working does “functional” need to be to work for your family?

Share your thoughts and visions of the perfect kitchen with your designer, 

and he or she will help take you right where you want to be.
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Vermont  Cherry
ALCOTT FLAT 

WARM

Vermont w/MFG Glaze  Cherry
STAFFORD BEADBOARD 

COMFORT

Drawer Peg System  ACCESSORY

Bright White  Craftwood
SALEM 1-PC 

CHARMING

Double-Tier Cutlery Tray  ACCESSORY

Full-Swing Blind Corner Shelf  ACCESSORY


